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______________________________________________ Contents: 1. Introduction 2. Features 3. BugList 4. Portability 5. Problems 6. TODO 7. Credits 8. References ______________________________________________ 1. Introduction The OWASP Scrubbr project is a tool to test against cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerabilities using
several database technologies. Currently the project supports MySQL, PostgreSQL, SQLite, and Oracle database servers. Scrubbr is written using the Java SE 6 platform. Scrubbr supports server-side and client-side scanning. Server-side scanning scans the database connection, while client-side scanning uses a JavaScript string-based API to scan
a page. Both technologies use the same technology, and we decided to keep them in sync. During server-side scanning, the code is fairly simple and easy to understand. The same code can be used for client-side scanning, because its based on the string-based API. Scrubbr supports four different authentication mechanisms. The first two
(unencrypted and MD5/SHA-1) use databases, while the other two (SHA-512 and SHA-512 md5) are database independent. Scrubbr will take a number of options from the command-line. While many of these options are the same for client-side and server-side scanning, some of them are only applicable to one or the other. The three major
scanning technologies are: 1. MSSQL 2. MySQL 3. Oracle Scrubbr was initially created for MySQL, but later it was expanded to support other database technologies. Some of the other databases are PostgreSQL, SQLite, and Oracle. The performance of Scrubbr is quite high, although we still recommend the use of client-side scanning instead.
Scrubbr is currently in development, so it might still contain bugs. As soon as the last bugs are fixed, the version will be released. Note: The list of bugs is kept up-to-date. If you notice a bug in the list, please let us know about it. ______________________________________________ 2. Features 2.1 Supported databases Scrubbr supports the
following databases: 2.1.1 MySQL 2.1.2 PostgreSQL 2.1.3 Oracle 2.
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Scrubbr is a database scanning tool that checks various database technologies for the presence of stored cross-site scripting attacks. The Scrubbr Web Inspector is a PHP extension for Scrubbr to view the database results in-browser. See If you need to run Scrubbr with your own database, check out This is one of a new series of websites we have
been creating as part of a major Sitecore initiative. The goal is to provide an easy to use platform for a variety of customers, of all sizes. Our company is called Entrust and we provide a web platform for the management of identity, access, security and governance. We have been at this for quite a few years and we understand that we need to
regularly test our security. A good place to start is our online report at It will run you through a series of automated tests, for certain web server configurations and different database technologies. The online report can be used to determine whether you are vulnerable and to explain how a vulnerability might be exploited by an attacker. In this
case, I am going to demonstrate how to test against Microsoft SQL Server. In the first instance, select the test "Comprehensive", and then click "Run". Once the test is complete, you will be presented with the results. In this case, we see that our installation is vulnerable to stored cross-site scripting. For some additional background information,
you can see the OWASP URL Encoding Cheat Sheet. We need to make some quick adjustments to address this issue. In this case, we are going to edit the following line of code: 'value' => $this->escape(stripslashes($value)); In place of this, we should be using the following: 'value' => stripslashes($value); We have also removed the additional
set_time_limit() function call. In order to apply the edits, select the "Append" option in the top right of the window. Once again, select the "Comprehensive" option, and then click "Run". You should now be able to see that we are no longer vulnerable to cross-site scripting. In this 77a5ca646e
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OWASP Scrubbr (short for Cross Site Scrambling Brute Forcer) is a security tool for identifying multiple types of cross-site scripting (XSS) vulnerabilities, SQL injection vulnerabilities, cross-site request forgery (CSRF) vulnerabilities, information leakage, and insecure cryptography. Scrubbr searches multiple database technologies, including
MS SQL Server, MySQL, Oracle, PostgreSQL, and DB2, to determine whether or not your organization's websites and applications are vulnerable to XSS attacks. Test Results: OK (All database technologies tested) MySQL 5.1 & 5.2 A couple of MySQL updates could be done to improve the MySQL support. MySQL 5.1 & 5.2 Update: Since
we recently got the new Scrubbr tool, we're also doing a new update. Some of you might have read about my lack of time due to work and other pressing issues. As you can see, we're now on some kind of a vacation, so it's time to take a break and do some updates for the Scrubbr tool. For now, I'm also working on the layout for a new tutorial
section, where I'll explain some common ways to exploit bugs and also what you can do if you're stuck. Since this is a major update, it's going to take me some time to finish it, so you might have to bear with it for a while. Update 2: A new beta version of the Scrubbr 1.0 was released. This is a major update of the tool. Some of the new features:
1. Improves the way search results are presented 2. Scrubbr checks for SQL injection and XSS in larger text areas 3. Scrubbr uses a flexible heuristic to check for SQL injection and XSS. For some applications, it might not check for all your possible ways of being attacked, but it definitely tries. 4. Requires a MySQL or MS SQL database, of
version 5.0 or above 5. Identifies cross-site scripting issues in a few languages, such as PHP, ASP, ColdFusion, Perl, JSP, Ruby on Rails, and JQuery 6. Identifies broken encryption algorithms 7. Allows you to search for heuristic words 8. Identifies website login issues, such as CSRF, session hijacking, cookie theft and stolen session 9. Identifies
common web application flaws, such as session

What's New in the?
Welcome to Scrubbr, a database scanning tool that checks numerous database technologies for the presence of possible stored cross-site scripting attacks. Scrubbr is partially inspired by "Scrawlr", a trimmed-down version of HP's WebInspect which was released for free after the so-called "asprox" mass-SQL injection bot exploited hundreds of
thousands of insecure ASP sites. Scrubbr is actually not a new tool but an old "command line" version of the tool was posted on a web page. However, Scrubbr was born as a re-write of Scrawlr with a new GUI and new features. The original "Scrawlr" was not bad in itself but it was only a static scanner that only checks some parts of the OWASP
top 10 web application flaws for SQL injection. Scrubbr is a dynamic scanner capable of checking all OWASP top 10 web application security flaws and also dozens of other security issues. It contains many features which cannot be found in Scrawlr. Although Scrubbr is not a new tool, this is the first official version and, as a result, there is not
much documentation about how to use it. Therefore, Scrubbr is probably going to take time to figure out and it is likely that some problems with the tool will be solved. However, if you encounter problems or if you have questions about Scrubbr, please let us know. Scrubbr is free for all but we would appreciate if you can let us know if you
found the tool useful. In particular, this tool was developed by Ruben Verborgh, Ben Armknecht and Jan van der Spuy. You can check the most important Scrubbr features by clicking on the "Help" button on the toolbar. Scrubbr is a command line application. The application is using Mozilla's Gecko browser engine. Scrubbr is available for
Linux, Windows and Mac. Note: Scrubbr needs a MySQL server to be installed. Download Scrubbr: You can download Scrubbr directly from a Linux/Unix command line or from the link below. Scrubbr 2.2.0 and later runs on Windows. Scrubbr 2.2.0 is released for a week. We will release Scrubbr 2.3.0 and 2.4.0 in the next week. Scrubbr 2.4.0
is available for Windows and for Linux/Unix. Download Scrubbr 2.2.0 for Windows: Download Scrubbr 2.2.0 for Linux/Unix: Scrubbr 2.2.0 is a free tool for all, but we would appreciate if you could share the tool with your colleagues. If you find the tool useful, please let us know.
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System Requirements:
The minimum requirements are as follows: CPU: Intel® Pentium® IV 2.4 GHz Dual Core OS: Windows® 7 RAM: 2GB Hard Disk: 20 GB Video Card: 1024 MB Graphics: VGA Game: Need for Speed™ Hot Pursuit 2 Network: Broadband Internet connection Screen Resolution: 1024x768 To run Hot Pursuit 2 in full screen you will need a
screen resolution of at least 1024x768.
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